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SHARON PAIGE DISCOVERS NATIONALTREASURE!
“The Life and Songs of Ned Washington”

February 13, 2010 - Sharon Paige brought in an audience that hit Sheet Music Society records.

Continued on page 5
From January 23, 2010 meeting - (l-r) David Hajdu, Karen Oberlin, Elliott Ames, Sandi Durell, Lynn DiMenna,
Allan Harris, Jerry Laird, Tedd Firth.

Continued on page 6

Elliott Ames, Karen Oberlin &Allan Harris
Help Bring David Hajdu’s New Book to Life

Elliott Ames is to be thanked and
congratulated for organizing our
outstanding January meeting. David
Hajdu has written another brilliant
book about American music, and he
did a marvelous job of presenting it to
us. We were all delighted to be let in
on some of the highlights to be found
in the book (but wait - there’s more!).
The meeting was made even more
entertaining by Karen Oberlin and
Allan Harris, performing fabulous
renditions of several of the songs
featured by the musicians whom
Hajdu covers in his book. I have

Quick - who wrote “The Nearness
of You?” If you guessed Hoagy
Carmichael you’re half right. The
answer is Ned Washington, and this is
just one of the more than four hundred
songs he wrote over a forty year
career.

Like many lyricists of the
American Song Book, Ned
Washington is largely unknown to the
public. Everyone knows Johnny
Mercer, Oscar Hammerstein, and
Sammy Cahn, but even those who are
aware of the songwriters of their
favorite songs, often know only the
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I am so sorry to have missed the first two meetings of 2010. However, during David
Hajdu’s terrific Program in January, I was in Kenya visiting my daughter’s orphanage,
Acacia House. It was an amazing adventure; Liz and I even managed to get in a three-
day safari to the Masai Mara for some R & R, and to see the animals in their own
habitats. I was relaxed and confident, knowing that the co-hosts, Sandi Durell and Lynn
DiMenna, would do their usual excellent job. The February Meeting, featuring Sharon
Paige’s wonderful Program on Ned Washington, came when I had a family obligation,
but I heard the rave reviews from many people and that we were filled to the rafters!
Thanks also to Laura Slutsky for doing such a great job hosting the afternoon. You can
read all about these two Programs in this issue, since we didn’t have a February dated
Newsletter.

We are now set for the balance of the season: the Programs will ALL be held on the
second Saturday of each month, as the booker for Local 802 may now have come to her
senses. Robert Kimball, our VP and renowned music historian, will talk about his
remarkable new book “The Lyrics of Johnny Mercer” on March 13th. Unfortunately,
there will be no books to sell as the publisher has run out of books and none will be
available until May! Bob and I are working on the entertainment segment and we will
let you know what we have come up with.

On April 10th, we will hear the delightful Merrill Grant singing the songs of Shirley
Temple - you will love this show as much as I did when I saw it at The Metropolitan
Room. May 8th will bring us Sandi Durell’s spectacular Songwriter’s Showcase. It is
always a great treat to hear the new standards being written by talented composers of the
new generation.

On June 12th, we will finish the season with a wonderful Gershwin Program that our VP
Sandy Marrone recommended. Janice Grower and Laura Holleran will be the narrators for “Gershwin Rarities: The
Gershwin You May Not Know.” Slides of interesting and/or rare covers from pages of the book “The Sheet Music of
George Gershwin“ by Thomas Inglis and Janice Grower will be shown. Pianist and Gershwin specialist Paul Bisaccia
will play seldom-heard piano music, and will accompany Pamela Anderson, mezzo-soprano, and David Kennedy,
baritone, singing solos and duets, some of which probaby have not been heard since their Broadway presentations in
the 1920’s and 1930’s. The whole group is coming from out-of-town to do this Program for us! Books and CD’s will
be available for sale.

Please remember to tell your friends about the NYSMS and have them join. Only paid-up members receive the monthly
Newsletter - a treasure trove of information put together by our Editor, Jerry Laird, Associate Editor, Joan Adams and
Designer Glen Charlow.

I am looking forward to seeing you all again at our next meeting on March 13th!

President’s Message...
Linda Amiel Burns, President
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Linda Amiel Burns’ next Singing Experience performance, “Swinging on
a Star” will be at The Triad on Tuesday, March 16th at 7:30.  Several
NYSMC members will be featured: Laura Slutsky, Carol Shedlin, Peggy
Eason, and our Great Leader will be singing out, as well. Call Linda at 212-
315-3500, to make reservations for the show.

Linda’s upcoming workshop will be “Spring Fever,” which starts rehearsals
on Wednesday, April 14th, and will perform at The Triad on Wednesday,
May 12th, with a Video Viewing Party one week after the show.   This will
be a great time and a great way  to shake off those winter blues, sharpen
your skills, and get yourself singing again. Of course Linda would love to
have some of our Society’s members join the cast in joyful song.. Please
call her at 212-315-3500 to sign up. You’ll be glad you did!

Our own Co-Vice President, Lynn DiMenna has been one busy song-bird
this past few weeks.  No bad weather can slow this lady down!  After
appearing as a special guest at The Metropolitan Room, joining “Jersey
Boy” (and her nephew) John Leone, in “Songs My Father Loved,” at the
end of January, she performed her delightful Dinah Shore show at Hofstra
Cultural Center in Long Island. But -don’t despair- Lynn will be bringing
her  show to The Metropolitan Room on May 8th and 9th. Directed by Linda
Amiel Burns, and performed by Lynn, this will be a must-see (must-hear),

We have two of our NYSMS members on the eligibility list for MAC
awards!  Peggy Eason, for Best Female Debut Act (directed by Linda) and
Carol Shedlin, who is eligible for nomination in the Best Female Vocalist
category.  Peggy was fabulous at the New Faces Showcase at The Triad.
And, those of you who saw Carol in “Feelin’ Groovy,” know how
impressive she was. MAC MEMBERS – Vote early and often!

Rachel Stone brings back “Community Cabaret” on Friday, March 19th,
singing her original satiric, topical songs. Featured: cabaret artist Vickie
Phillips, blues/jazz songwriter Barbara Martin, singer/songwriter team
Shawn Norton and Kim Rich. The show starts at 7:00, doors open at 6:30.
Community Church of New York,  40 East 35th Street. Donation at door: $15
($10 for NYSMS members) Advance tickets are $7. For more information,
please call Rachel at 718-472-0102. www.rachelstonemusic.com.

“Sheet Music Magazine” always has wonderful tributes to The Great
American Songbook.  It includes sheet music for at least a dozen songs.
Long-time TNYSMS member Ed Shanaphy (Publisher and Editor-In-
Chief) makes sure that each and every issue is equally wonderful.  If you
aren’t a subscriber, you should be. It’s $14.95 for each one-year
subscription, Send to: Sheet Music, PO Box 58629  Boulder, CO  80323-
8629

Mel Miller offers five musicals for less than the price of just one Broadway
ticket, with his “Musicals Tonight.” Actually, this series is a LOT les

Member          
News...

Send Member News to Lairdstdio@optonline.net no later than the 15th of each month for the next issue.

expensive than some of the prices we see now, and just as entertaining!  Call
212-468-4444 for information.

Great news:  Midtown Jazz at Midday has expanded programming to TWO
days a week! Their shows have been absolutely remarkable, and this
certainly proves that old adage, “Nothing succeeds like success.” The
concerts are now being held on Tuesdays AND Wednesdays. The address,
times, and suggested donation remain the same: Saint Peter’s Church, (54th

Street, just east of Lexington 1:00 until 2:00pm, and are produced and
hosted by the amazing Ronny Whyte.  Suggested Donation is $7.00 – a
bargain! www.saintpeters.org/jazz/midtownjazz.htm 

Tue, March 2nd: Trombonist Art Baron and Friends, with special guest 
Bucky Pizzarelli (guitar) and some surprises.                               

Wed, March 3rd: Gerard Castelli, vocals/trombone, Mike Eckroth
piano, Yoshi Waki, bass, and Rudi Petschauer,
drums

Tue, March 9th: Pianist Junior Mance, and Hide Tanaka, bass
Wed, March 10th: Sandra Jordan, singer, Larry Luger, guitar, Bob Arkin,

bass and Angelo Ferrara, drums
TueMarch 16th: Joanne Brackeen, solo piano
Wed, March 17th: Sarah McLawler, singer/pianist
Tue, March 23rd: Karen Oberin, singer, Jon Weber, piano
Wed March 24th: Lou Caputo’s Not-So-Big-Band, featuring vocalist 

Jann Parker
Tue, March 30th: Rio Clemente, pianist and Laura Hull, singer
Wed, March 31st: Harmonie Jazz Ensemble/New York, conducted by

Steve Richman “Ellington Does the Classics” by
Tchaikovsky, Grieg, and Ravel.

NOTE: Icon Parking, 51st bet. 3rd & Lexington -Downtown side-
charges $15:00 (including tax), to park for five hours, with validation at
St. Peter’s reception desk.

Do you seek an elusive song?  If so, contact Sandy Marrone,
smusandy@aol.com or callher at  856-829-6104.   You can also visit Sandy
in New Jersey, to see thousands and thousands of sheets of music, most of
which can be yours very reasonably.

Scott Barbarino has a website www.CabaretExchange.com with very
informative features and articles, and the information on his current and
future schedules.

Jeffrey C. Williams has resumed his weekly live radio broadcast, “AT THE
RITZ!” on WVOF 88.5 FM from 300 – 4:00pm every Saturday with former
co-host, the wonderful Lynn DiMenna, phoning in occasional updates and
reviews as New York Special Correspondent! To hear the show any time, go
to www.attheritz.org and click on 24/7! Great music, night and day!

The Singing Experience Cable TV Show continues on MNN - Time Warner:
Channel 56 or on RCN:- Channel 111.  The show broadcasts are every other
Sunday at 5:00PM.

Joe Franklin and Steve Garrin have re-opened the Joe Franklin Comedy
Club at 761 Seventh Avenue. (50th St.) Call 212 541-6592 for the schedule.
Sheet Music Plus is the Internet’s biggest sheet music seller, with hundreds
of thousands of titles to choose from. You can check the site out for yourself
at: http://www.SheetMusicPlus.com/store/tellfriendsite.html

If you have any member news, or other items you would like to have
considered for this newsletter, please send it by e-mail to the editor,
Jerry Laird:  lairdstdio@Optonline.net. It will be subject to editing,
depending on size and content, and please remember that we try to
go to press four weeks before each monthly meeting.  We often get
very good items that get to us after the newsletter has been printed
and mailed.
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When I was a kid, I remember
seeing ads featuring some product
that would help you sleep, illustrated
with a person sitting up in bed,
moaning and worrying about the fact
that they couldn’t sleep and would be
a wreck the next day.  Even before I
thought of myself as part of this
industry, I was nuts about the popular
song.  I still know all the words to
some of the songs that were obscure
from the day they were published.
(I’ll bet not many of you are familiar
with Johnny Mercer’s “Strawberry

Lane.”!   I remember the whole damn
thing!  That’s probably because it
came out while I was in high school,
nor realizing what a safe haven it was.
Anyhow, back to not being able to
sleep: this is never a problem for me.
I just relax, and I put wonderful
programs together in my imagination,
featuring songs from one particular
year or another. Often, they are songs
I missed hearing while I was out of
the country during WWII.
Sometimes, my programs may
comprise my father’s favorites, one of
which was “I Dream of Jeannie.”  I
never really appreciated Stephen
Foster until I was older.  You also
have to realize that my father was
born in 1868.  

I’m also fascinated by everyday

Laird’s
Lair
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expressions, especially since I
became a member of BMI.  One of
my friends tends to use currently-
trendy phrases: “It is what it is, and
that’s what it is.”  Or, “What’s the
bottom line?” or “At the end of the
day.”  I’ve always realized that these
types of expressions often found their
way into the writings of Cole Porter,
Lorenz Hart, Billy Rose, Dorothy
Fields, and other lyricists, “It was just
one of those things,” “I can’t
remember where or when.”  “I can’t
give you anything but love.”
Remember - There’s nothing new
under the sun. That’s probably in
somebody’s lyrics, too.  Burma
Shave.  (Now why did I add that?!)

It is the day before Valentine’s Day, and I suppose
it nice to belong to someone…or something. This is
why people join groups. Good gracious, even
chimpanzees live in groups. I am sitting on West 48th
Street in the Musician’s Union Hall, Local 802. It is the
monthly meeting of the New York Sheet Music Society,
an organization to which I belong. As I said, it’s nice to
belong to something; especially if you are not certain if
you belong to someone.

The hall is filled to capacity, and extra folding
chairs have been hastily set up to accommodate a few
latecomers. I don’t imagine that there have been so
many people in the Musicians Union Hall since Steve
McQueen shot several sequences there in “Love With
The Proper Stranger,” in 1963.

Today’s event centers on the work of Ned
Washington. It might be apropos to think about George
Washington with his birthday so close at hand, and
admittedly, while he did do a lot for our country, the
Washington we have gathered to commemorate may go
down in history a bit more beloved. Ned Washington is
a name not familiar to most people, including myself, at
least not before the program began.

Mr. Washington was a lyrist, arguably one of

America’s best. He was not a lyricist in the way that
today’s songwriters connive rhyme. He was a lyricist in
the poetic, meter that would amuse Emily Dickenson or
William Shakespeare jealous.

Let me invite you to visit www.youtube.com and type
in “Ned Washington” in the search engine so that you
can reintroduce yourself to his wonderful work.

Introducing the songs was the charming cabaret
singer Sharon Paige, whose acclaimed CD “Love Is
The Thing”, was accompanied by the brilliant pianist
and arranger Keith Ingham, and bassist Murray Wall.
Joe Regan, Jr., a New York Sheet Music Society
member wrote the liner notes for the CD. The CD is
available at www.cdbaby.com/cd/sharonpaige

Washington career had a tremendous trajectory
and traces the 20th Century and the entertainment
industry. He started off in Vaudeville, worked on Tin-
Pan Alley, moved on to the big-time with Earl Carroll’s
Vanities, and Florenz Ziegfield’s Follies; went to
Hollywood, where he wrote over 40 theme songs for
films, and countless musical numbers, like background
music in the Harlow film ,“The Girl From Missouri“,

A few excerpts from the fascinating blog written by member Ron Knoth
www.thebespokenfor.net

Continued next page
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always been fascinated by the lives of entertainers like Dakota Staton,
Billy Strayhorn, Errol Garner and other jazz and swing greats,
realizing that while they were alive, I knew so little about them (other
than that they were fantastic musicians). I still remember Billy
Eckstein as a top big deal entertainer, but I didn’t realize that in his
hay-day, his records outsold those of both Bing Crosby and Frank
Sinatra.  Truly, Oberlin and Harris were something far more than
wonderful.  I especially liked Karen’s version of Rodgers & Hart’s “A
Lady Must Live,” and Allan Harris’s “Something to Live For.”  In real
life, Karen is Mrs. David Hajdu, and one of the many high spots of the
afternoon was that their son was present at the meeting, and very
properly attentive. Jerry Osterberg reviews “Heroes & Villains” in this
issue. 

Continued from pg 1

Book Comes To Life...

E-mail is the only way we can quickly contact all members.
If you havenʼt already done so, please supply us with your
correct e-mail address by sending an e-mail to:

info@nysms.org
Your e-mail address will be kept confidential upon request.

David signs a copy of his book for NY Sheet Music member and
enthusiast, Allen Silverstein.

David, Karen & Elliott Ames. Karen & her son, Nathan. Monty Alexander and Allan Harris. Karen and her accompanist, Tedd Firth.
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David Hajdu and Roy Hemming - February 1992

From the Archives - Thanks to David, who
handed our membership coordinator, Glen
Charlow and old newsletter issue, we can look
back at the last time he did a program for the
Sheet Music Society.

and songs for the Marx Brother “A Night At The
Opera.” As the Hollywood musical genre faded, he
transitioned into TV.

Gosh, but I was clueless; Ned Washington’s work
is still used in popular films including “Fred Claus“,
“The Curious Case of Benjamin Button“, “The Black
Book” and “Shrek”. His credit list on www.imdb.com is
exhaustive

It’s very nice not to be forgotten. It’s nicer to be
remembered, and appreciated. Now every time I hear
Nancy Lamott singing “My Foolish Heart”, I’ll bear in
mind that it’s very nice to belong to something,
including the New York Sheet Music Society.

A Hundred Years From Today
By Ned Washington

Hey don’t save your kisses, just pass ‘em around.
You’ll find my reason is logically sound.
Who’s gonna’ know that you passed them around.
A hundred years from today.

WE NEED YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS!
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name of the composer. Dorothy
Hammerstein said: “Until my
husband wrote SOME-EN-CHANT-
ED-EVE-NING, there was only
DAH-DAH-DAH-DAH-DAH-
DAH.”

Singer Sharon Paige, with
assistance from her friends – Joe
Regan, Jr. and a trio of fine musicians
led by Keith Ingham, came to the
February meeting to delight and
inform NYSMS members about Ned
Washington and his wonderful songs.
With President Linda Amiel

Burns and Program Director
Sandi Durell away, our Public
Relations Director, Laura
Slutsky hosted the well-
attended program with a good
deal of humor.

Ms. Paige, who’s been
singing since the age of three,
performed many of the songs –
all by Ned Washington – from
her first CD - Love is the Thing,
recorded with the Keith Ingham
Sextet.  Excerpts included The
Nearness of You, Got the South in My
Soul, Ghost of a Chance, Fire Down
Below, and My Foolish Heart, written
with Victor Young. My Foolish Heart
was composed for the movie of the
same name, and starred Dana
Andrews and Susan Hayward.  The
song contains the line “when you’re
lost in the magic of a kiss,” thought
by Walter Winchell to be the best
lyric of any song. The movie has the
unique distinction of being an
adaptation of a short story by J.D.
Salinger, and the only film adaptation
he ever allowed.

Between songs, Paige shared
interesting details of Ned
Washington’s life and career,
acknowledging that the research had
been compiled by Joe Regan, who

obviously enjoyed the undertaking.
The lyricist was said to be a “seeker”
who infused his songs with “hope and
faith,” as in “If your heart is in your
dream, no request is too extreme.”
Many of his songs have the common
theme of “yearning and returning.”
Apparently, Washington did yearn for
his childhood home - Scranton,
Pennsylvania - returning often.  He
was a strong proponent of giving
back, and participated in many
fundraisers.

Ned Washington’s lyrics were
first heard in the “Earl Carroll

Vanities of 1929.”  Soon he was
invited to Hollywood, where he wrote
his first major hit Singin’ in the
Bathtub for a Warner Brothers
musical “The Show of Shows.” But
Warner didn’t renew his contract, and
he returned to New York,
collaborating on several scores for
Broadway.  In 1934 MGM called, and
this time he moved to Hollywood for
good.

Having written themes for 40
Hollywood films, Washington
received twelve nominations, scoring
three Oscars: two for “Pinocchio,” the
other for “High Noon.” Among his
frequent writing partners were Victor
Young, Dimitri Tiomkin, Max
Steiner, and Jimmy McHugh.  Victor
Young’s Stella by Starlight, the theme

of “The Univited,” was recorded by a
number of bands, and became
popular.  As with the beautiful theme
from “Laura,” (David Raksin and
Johnny Mercer), it became an even
bigger hit after Ned Washington
added haunting lyrics to the already
haunting music.

Sharon Paige’s journey to an
album of Ned Washington songs and
to her appearance at NYSMS began at
Trudi Mann’s Fabulous Open Mic for
singers.  Resuming a career in music,
dormant during years of raising a
child, obtaining a college degree, and

teaching, she returned to singing
which had always been a passion.
Joe Regan was at Trudi’s the night
that Sharon Paige was performing
“A Woman’s Intuition.”
Impressed by how she treated the
old Lee Wiley number, he
suggested that she explore other
songs in the Washington catalog.
Taking his advice, she approached
Keith Ingham, who was quite
enthusiastic. Paige and Ingham
worked together to craft a superb
collection, arranged by Ingham,

and backed by an exceptional group
of musicians.

NYSMS members may have
found it hard to believe that Ms. Paige
had been absent from the music scene
for years.  She demonstrated a strong
stage presence, accessibility, and a
great rapport with her audience.
Sharon Paige has a sweet, warm tone
which wraps gently around the lyrics
of the song. Although admitting that
many of the songs had been
unfamiliar to her, Paige performed
them as if they had always been part
of her repertoire. Every lyric could be
understood, including lovely verses
unheard for far too long. 

Ms. Paige couldn’t have asked for
a better group of musicians than Keith

Continued from pg 1

Ned Washington...

Catherine Hinen (Ned Washington’s daughter), Sharon Paige, Jenny
Davidson (Ned’s Granddaughter), Helene Blue, Deborah Evans (front
row l-r) Jerry Osterberg, Laura Slutsky, Marlies Dwyer.

Continued on page 8
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David Hajdu has described his
first two works as “bookends.”  They
are, respectively, “Lush Life” a study
of the most prominent music of the
first half of the 20th Century – jazz –
via Duke Ellington and his long time
collaborator Billy Strayhorn; and its
companion piece, “Positively 4th
Street,” an extensive analysis of Bob
Dylan, a towering figure comparable
to Ellington.

In his third book, “The Ten-Cent
Plague,” Hajdu examined the comic
book, an indigenous art form that
prefigured what would become a
thriving and defiant youth-oriented
culture.  The unprecedented
popularity of horror and crime comics
in the 1950’s among the nation’s post-
war youth provoked a near-hysteria
so pervasive that there were more
than fifty acts of legislation banning
or restricting the sale of various kinds
of comic books, televised
Congressional hearings, and years of
book burnings by parents, teachers,
churches, and children.

Hajdu, an Associate Professor of
Journalism at Columbia University,
has been writing on all sorts of music
and popular culture for thirty years.
Besides his monthly column for The
New Republic, he’s been a
contributor to The Atlantic Monthly,
The New Yorker, Vanity Fair, and
other publications.  His latest book is
Heroes and Villains: Essays on
Music, Movies, Comics, and Culture,
a collection of essays, many
published previously.

Having written about a diverse
range of popular music and the comic
book as a preamble to a cultural
revolution, David Hajdu delves into

the lives of the artists who mirrored a
rapidly changing society.  His breadth
of coverage is extraordinary.  We
meet the superstars of yesterday:
Billy Eckstine, Richard Rodgers,
Sammy Davis, and Dinah
Washington, and those of today:

Taylor Swift, Beyonce, Kanye West,
and Josh Groban, along with many
who were part of the long transition:
Bobby Darin, Brian Wilson, John
Lennon, and Joni Mitchell.

Billy Eckstine, for example, was
once the most popular male vocalist
in the country, more successful than
Frank Sinatra or Bing Crosby, with a
dozen top ten hits during one three
year span.  He led a groundbreaking
orchestra whose members included
Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie
Parker, Dexter Gordon, Art Blakey,
and Sarah Vaughn.  Hajdu says:  “He
defied the rules, changed them, and
became a new kind of role model for
generations of black singers.

Sammy Davis, Jr. gained
acceptance as a popular African-
American performer due in part to the
groundwork laid by Eckstine.  Davis,
bred solely to perform, played six
musical instruments, danced, sang,
and possessed an exceptional skill as
an impressionist.  But, desperate for

mainstream acceptance, he had little
sense of his own identity. “He could
do everything as anyone except
himself; Davis was obsessed with
proving his worth through
performance.” 

Whatever insecurities Richard
Rodgers may have felt were not
evident in his music.  He created a
huge catalog of songs for the theater,
first with Lorenz Hart, later
partnering with Oscar Hammerstein.
According to David Hajdu, Hart
insisted that he and Rodgers write
“something of value.”  The goal was
reached many times over, the team
producing “so many pieces of
wracking beauty.”  But Richard
Rodgers was “a man with dark,
hidden passions.  His benign façade
may have been a disguise after all.”
He drank to excess and experienced
severe bouts of depression.  The
negative aspects of his personality
were concealed from the public,
emerging only in the “wrenching
music” familiar to generations now
irreversibly welded to the American
Song Book.

For readers not exposed to David
Hajdu’s writing before, Heroes and
Villains can be an excellent
introduction.  His refreshing insights
into celebrity and the creative process
are illuminating. The broad survey
depicts decades of well known
performers, illustrating the person
behind the persona.  After reading this
entertaining collection, readers will
have a better understanding of what it
is that makes a star, and an ability to
imagine which of today’s supernovas
will be remembered fifty years from
today.

David Hajdu - Heroes and Villains: Essays on Music,
Movies, Comics, and Culture

Reviewed by Jerry Osterberg



Merrill Grant brings you a loveable, funny, light-
hearted evening of songs and anecdotes of Shirley
Temple, along with those of the leading ladies in her
films- Dorothy Dell, Rochelle Hudson, Alice Faye
and others. Tap dancing and other sparkling

surprises are in store as Merrill tells of the span of time in her
childhood she refers to as "My Shirley Years." Winner of Audience
Favorite at "1930's Idol" 2009.

P.O. Box 564
New York, NY  10008

Mar 13
Apr 10

May 8
June 12

The 09-10 Season
Meeting Dates:

Now you can
join or renew your

membership OOOONNNNLLLLIIIINNNNEEEE!!!!

www.NYSMS.org
It’s all right there, spelled out for you, in 3 easy steps!

What’s Coming Up Next...

Did you know every issue of this newsletter
is online at www.NYSMS.org

Janice Grower and Laura Holleran will be the
narrators for “Gershwin Rarities: The Gershwin You
May Not Know.” Slides of interesting and/or rare
covers from pages of the book “The Sheet Music of
George Gershwin“ by Thomas Inglis and Janice

Grower will be shown.  Pianist and Gershwin specialist Paul Bisaccia
will play seldom-heard piano music, and will accompany Pamela
Anderson, mezzo-soprano, and David Kennedy, baritone, singing
solos and duets, some of which probaby have not been heard since
their Broadway presentations in the 1920’s and 1930’s.

April 10, 2010

Our VP and reknowned music historian Robert
Kimball willl be our guest speaker talking about his
brilliant new book on the Lyrics of Johnny Mercer.
Lynn DiMenna and others will perform some of
Mercer's hits!

Sandi Durell's fabulous Songwriter's Showcase.
Hear the new standards being made by today's
talented performers and composers.

LOCATION – Local 802 – Musicians’ Hall at 322 West 48th Street.
Flea market 12:30 – Great place to find music sheets, tapes, CD’s etc.  

Program: 1:45 – 3:30PM. Non-member guest fee $10.  Membership only $50 per year

Ingham on piano, Murray Wall on bass, and Arnie Wise on drums. The trio performed a crowd
pleasing, nostalgic medley of Ned Washington’s hits beginning with When You Wish Upon a Star, with each musician
playing an impressive solo. The meeting ended with an interesting Q & A in which Ned Washington’s daughter
Catharine Hinen, her publisher Helene Blue, and granddaughter Jenny Davidson participated. The standing room only
audience could not have asked for a more enjoyable afternoon.   
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